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Preface
Model Based Testing (MBT) is growing in popularity in academia and in
industry; hence this workshop.
Modeling and testing were active areas from the beginning of the computer
age but the modern model based testing is a relatively recent phenomenon.
It wasnt so long ago that people restricted their attention to safety critical
software or to particular important areas like telecommunication protocols,
reactive software, DBMS. The modern MBT research strives to ﬁnd a uniﬁed
approach to modeling as wide a variety of software and hardware as possible
including component based, distributed, real-time software. The models then
are used to guide such eﬀorts as test generation and test veriﬁcation.
The workshop proceedings reﬂect recent progress in MBT research in
modeling theory and in testing theory and in the synergy between the two as
well as in MBT tools and in industrial adoption of MBT.
• Mirko Conrad, Ines Fey, and Sadegh Sadeghipour, in Systematic Model-
Based Testing of Embedded Automotive Software, introduce a systematic
approach for model-based testing of embedded automotive software. The
paper reﬂects their MBT experience in embedded software development
projects at DaimlerChrysler.
• Giuseppe Scollo and Silvia Zecchini, in Architectural Unit Testing, present
their approach to deriving tests from architectural, abstract speciﬁcations.
Authors use synthetic approach and combine UML speciﬁcation diagrams,
IOLTS and Basic LOTOS mechanisms for behavior model representation,
and the TGV tool for test generation. The research is illustrated by the
design of a robot teleoperation architecture.
• Antti Kervinen and Pablo Virolainen, in Heuristics for Faster Error Detec-
tion with Automated Black Box Testing, consider various strategies for test
generation guidance. Six heuristic strategies are implemented as test se-
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lection algorithms. In the comparison part authors measure the number of
testing steps required to detect errors inﬁltrated to the conference protocol
systems.
• Seung Mo Cho and Jae Wook Lee, in Lightweight Speciﬁcation-Based Test-
ing of Memory Cards: A Case Study, describe an industrial application of
formal methods and MBT for developing reliable memory cards. Authors
use the Esterel language, the veriﬁcation environment Seamless, scenario-
based testing, and random testing.
• Bruno Marre and Benjamin Blanc, in Test Selection Strategies for Lus-
tre Descriptions in GATeL, present the tool GATeL automating test se-
lection with the help of various strategies in the testing based on Lustre
descriptions. The test generation tool interprets the language constructs as
Boolean and integer interval constraints. Test sequence generation is au-
tomated using constraint logic programming techniques. GATeL provides
various mechanisms allowing the tester to deﬁne its own selection strategies.
• Manoranjan Satpathy, Michael Leuschel and Michael Butler, in ProTest:
An Automatic Test Environment for B Speciﬁcations, present ProTest, an
automatic test environment for B speciﬁcations. ProTest generates a state
coverage graph of a B speciﬁcation through exhaustive model checking, and
the coverage graph is traversed to generate a set of test cases, each being
a sequence of B operations. Authors describe how to apply this tool in
the case of non-exhaustive approach and demonstrate the technique by an
example of Java program testing.
• Victor Kuliamin, in Multi-paradigm Models as Source for Automated Test
Construction, discusses the necessity of using diﬀerent kinds of models: op-
erational, contract, axiomatic, and history based speciﬁcation models. The
author relies on the experience of the tool UniTesK that uses a combina-
tion of contract speciﬁcations to describe system behavior and operational
models for test-sequence generation.
• Hans-Gerhard Gross, Ina Schieferdecker and George Din, in Model-based
Build-in tests, try to apply Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach to
test development and testing as a whole. The authors extend assertion-
based built-in tests and equip components with the ability to check their
execution environment at run-time, with derivation of built-in tests from the
system model. They discuss test speciﬁcation with UML Testing Proﬁle and
a uniﬁed test execution architecture.
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